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I move, therefore I am
Since 2004, Project 2000 has designed a wide collection of beds with adjustable height for any use. From this
component, a true revolution affecting all of Europe has started, which has led to the development of low
profile vehicles equipped with a front pull-down bed as well. Today Project 2000 proudly introduces its
newest creation: twin rear beds with adjustable heights.
Words Giorgio Carpi
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he adventure Project 2000 has undertaken in the adjustable beds field
began in 2004 when the company
started the project concerning the rear bed
equipped with side columns that guaranteed
a fluid and stable movement. This smart
invention gave birth to the most versatile and
flexible system currently available on the
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market (12600), which has allowed the
manufacturers who wished to propose this
solution to enjoy the greatest freedom of
design. The system, in fact, involves only four
belts anchored to enjoy the wall or the roof
that twist on a single shaft placed underneath the bed. Once having obtained the
patent on the 12600 bed, in 2009 Project
2000 started to expand its production following the new market trend, i.e. the increasingly growing low profiles segment, which
feature front adjustable height bed.
Unquestionably a versatile product, the
12600 can be installed both over the rear
garage and the dinette and is managed by
an electronic system including up to 5 adjustment levels. In 2011, Project 2000 further
widened its pull-down product lines by introducing the "E-Line Bed Lifting", a solution
featuring a more user-friendly technology
along with more affordable prices, however
maintaining top quality standards. Thus, the
adjustable height front bed became attractive also for mid-range or entry level vehicles,

allowing an increase in the availability of this
type of layout that was slowly gaining the
European consensus. In the same year, the
12600 system used on the front height adjustable bed was applied to the cross rear bed
and became available for the versions featuring the rear central bed as well. In the same
period, Project 2000 created a special department dedicated to the internal production
of the bed-frames in order to deliver a complete, functional product. A year later, in
2012, the project applied to the rear peninsula beds was enriched with additional features (12673): the bed frame moves backwards to offer more space on the foot side
and the headboard tilts up to 45°. In addition, the bed frame may also be lifted to
access the locker underneath. The next step
would be for Project 2000 to combine all
these movements with the height adjustment: in 2013 the 12658, the first central
bed capable of including three different
mechanisms, came about. This product won
the Salone del Camper Awards 2013. The
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main strength of the project is the self-supporting frame, which is equipped with its
own supports and has an extremely reduced
weight so that the bed varies its height
above the floor of about 305 mm with
manual or electric operation. One year later,
Project 2000 presented a single bed with
adjustable height: a sliding portion of the
frame allows it to extend into a double bed,
as necessary. The extension movement of the
frame is manually, while the up-down move-

ment is electrically activated. 2014, however,
is also the year in which Project 2000 introduced its knee-bending bed, forerunner of a
project that would mark another crucial step
forward in the low-profile evolution. In fact,
in 2015, the 12671 saw the light. A fully
automated interpretation of the previous
project, this new product features motorized
and independent backrest with respect to
the rest of the bed. Once lifted, the kneebending bed folds to adapt to the dome curvature and disappears into the ceiling, leaving a space of about 198 centimeters
below. The latest creation of this cuttingedge company is the electric device aimed at
the height adjustment of the twin rear plan:
12600 H. This innovative system allows also
twin beds-equipped layouts to have a garage
with variable volume. The movement uses
ACS, the E-line beds movement management system, which includes the locks for
the stop points management and the belt
anti- reverse rewind systems. Thanks to the
absence of external stops, you can easily
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manage the upper and lower stop points.
This device constitutes a dramatic improvement from different points of view: aesthetics (no external stops), ease of use; super
fast stop points set-up; superior reliability
(malfunction risks reduced); unwanted errors
reduction; easy stop points adjustment to
adapt it to the customer’s needs. Just like any
products manufactured by Project 2000,
even the item 12600 H is equipped with a
manual system for emergency handling.
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